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Objective & Search Criteria 

Objective 

This report highlights strategic insight valuable from a marketing and strategy 

viewpoint from the recent Q2 earnings calls of a selection of financial brands.  

The information and commentary contained is directly from the respective firm’s 

Q2 calls, supplemented with creatives or references when applicable. 

 

 

Mintel Comperemedia is the premier source of direct marketing competitive 

intelligence in the US & Canada. Monitoring direct mail, email, print, online and 

mobile advertising, Comperemedia provides insight into acquisition and loyalty 

strategies, giving clients the intelligence they need to compete more effectively. 
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Key Themes 

Risk targeting 

Partnerships 
and New 
Products 

Costco 

Citibank officially started as the exclusive Costco provider, after acquiring the portfolio 
from American Express. Amex was “pleased” with the success it had putting new  
cards in the hands of former Costco owners. 

Citi is committed to resolving launch issues, and stated that acquisitions exceeded 
expectations by a factor of 2 to 2.5. 

Bank of America clearly stated that its strategy is targeting prime and super prime 
customers. Q2 saw the highest number of card originations for the bank in “a long time,” 
and were historically consistent with their risk appetite. 

Capital One still finds attractive opportunities in the subprime space, and reaffirmed its 
focus there. 

Chase acknowledged more targeting in the near-prime space, but affirmed its main 
strategy is to attract customers through its rewards programs. 

Citibank stated that its risk targeting has not changed. 

Discover and Capital One suggested that the low rate environment is behind the 
greater competition from banks in cards around rewards and risk targeting. 

Citibank renewed partnerships with American Airlines and Home Depot. 

MasterCard renewed with Huntington Bank, American Airlines, InterContinental Hotel, 
Bed, Bath & Beyond. The PayPal consumer credit card relationship was also renewed. 

Wells Fargo officially launched FastFlex, an online small business platform, and 
yourFirstMortgage, a program for first-time and low income home buyers. 

PayPal and Visa officially announced a new partnership that allows Visa preferential 
placement as a payment option on PayPal payments, and affords PayPal access to 
Visa’s tokenization network, Visa Debit Cards, and enhanced data security. PayPal 
CEO Dan Schulman said that this partnership launched a “new PayPal.” 
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Income up 37% Q/Q as a result of the 

Costco portfolio sale to Citi (a $677M 

gain). Excluding the Costco sale, revenue 

was up 5% for Q2. 

Seven "complex market dynamics" in the US: 1) An 

increasingly competitive environment 2) The Costco switch from Amex to 

Citi 3) Multiple new marketing efforts/products targeting similar 

customers to Costco 4) Weakened geographical share for Amex post the 

Costco sale 5) Uncertainty regarding interest rates 6) Uncertain election 

dynamics 7) Uncertainty regarding the UK/EU. 

Focused on five key areas: 1) Accelerated 

growth through acquisition, 2) Expanding the 

merchant network, 3) Lending growth, 4) 

Maximizing investments, 5) Cost reduction 

American Express Q2 Call Highlights 

 

“[T]he breadth of the Membership Rewards program, our ability to integrate it with other merchants and 
other offers we think allows us to do some really innovative and unparalleled things that are very difficult 
for others to offer and match. And we think it's part of why we continue to see good growth in our 
Membership Rewards products.”  -Jeffery Campbell, CFO in response to a question about MR strategy. 

 

 

“Pleased” with the success they have had putting new Amex cards in the hands of former Costco 

cardholders. Has captured 20% of “out of store” former Costco cardholder spend as a result of 

acquisition efforts 
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Bank of America Q2 Call Highlights 

P2P payments and bill pay reached a record 
volume of $246B in Q2, up nearly 5% Y/Y. 

Average loans and leases up 2% Q/Q to 
$243B. Total credit and debit card 

spending activity increased by 4%, and 
noninterest consumer banking expenses 

decreased, driven by lower operating 
expenses. 

Bank of America issued 1.3M new US 
consumer credit cards in Q2 (up from 
1.2M in Q1), which is the highest level 
since 2008. Spending on credit cards 
(divesture adjusted) was up 7.5% Y/Y. 

“I would note that our growth to mobile 
banking continues to play an important role 
in helping us optimize our delivery network 

while improving customer satisfaction.” – Paul 
Donofrio, CFO 

“We’ve got a customer and risk framework on the consumer that is focused on prime and 
super prime. That strategy, I think, works for our shareholders and our customers and we’re 
sticking to it.” –Paul Donofrio, CFO 

“And to give a simple view of that […] this quarter we did the highest number of new credit 
card originations we’ve done for a long time. And all of them are consistent with that risk 
appetite.” –Brian Moynihan, CEO. Both were in response to a question of BoA lowering its 
risk parameters to compete.  
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Capital One Q2 Call Highlights 

Reaffirmed their focus on the increased 

competition in the subprime space, 

particularly with rewards cards. Capital One 

still finds attractive opportunities in the 

space. Q2 U.S. card loans grew $9.6B, 12% 

Y/Y. 

Auto originations were 20% higher Y/Y. 

After the recession, Cap One pursued 

opportunities in auto loans, as competition 

increased, subprime players "adopted 

more aggressive underwriting practices" 

that Cap One avoided.  

“Competition is picking up across the domestic credit card market 

from the rewards space to subprime. Over time this can have 

impact on the growth opportunity and even credit quality in the 

business. While we always watch vigilantly for these effects, we 

continue to find attractive growth opportunities in the parts of the 

market we’ve been focusing on for some time.” –Richard Fairbank, CEO  

“[W]e are very bullish about our growth opportunity. It is factual matter that the growth rate 

is down over some of the highs of the last couple of quarters on a year-over-year basis, but 

we’re continuing to have pretty significant and to us very attractive growth. But we are very 

obsessive about how competition works[…]So it is noteworthy that competition from 

rewards all the way down to subprime. […] We will continue to pursue [growth in prime and 

subprime] with our eyes wide open.” –Fairbank 
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P2P service Quickpay processed $21B in 2015. 

Recently started rolling out real-time payments 

to 60% of American banking accounts, and 

plans to make it available to all banks.  
 

"B2B real-time payments is very important to 

our customers. So therefore, it is important to 

us."–Jamie Dimon, CEO 

“So we are expecting refi to be stronger in 

the coming quarters and the mortgage 

market as best we can tell will be at 

around $1.7 trillion to $1.8 trillion this 

year.” –Marianne Lake, CFO 

Added 700k households Q/Q, and 2M Y/Y, 

driven by strong acquisition trends, 

including the launch of Freedom 

Unlimited. Chase is growing its card 

portfolio with core loans up 4%Y/Y. 
 

Chase Q2 Call Highlights 

Average loans up 11% Y/Y driven by 

mortgage. Business banking originations 

reach record level of $2.2B, up 14% Y/Y. 

Card spend up 8% Y/Y.  Active mobile 

base up 18% Y/Y 

“[W]e are still very much contemplated in the prime and near-prime space, but have a higher percentage 

of originations in the near-prime space, reasonably meaningfully higher over the course of last couple of 

years. So where we may have previously been, I think 40% above, 760 now, that's less than that and 

there's more like 20% or 30% below 700, but at the end of the day, still pristine credit relatively speaking.” 
 

“No shift from our desire to want to be in with engaged customers and our rewards programs, our 

products are all geared towards that. This is just a credit decision.”  
 

– Marianne Lake, CFO first discusses an increase in subprime targeting, then answers a question as to whether this new 

targeting is a new, off-rewards strategy. 
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 “We’re definitely in growth mode when it 

comes to our branded-cards book. We’re 

going to get a tremendous pickup from 

Costco.” 

330,000 new card acquisitions upon taking 

over Costco book, which exceeded 

expectations by a factor of 2 to 2.5 according 

to the CFO. 

Citibank Q2 Call Highlights 

Renewed 
partnerships 

with American 
Airlines and 
Home Depot 

 

“We’re still focused on the same target client that we had going in. If we moved by a basis 
point or two in FICO, that’s about it.” –John Gerspach, CFO responding to a question on 
competition in risk targeting from competitors. 

 

“We’re working through that. […] We’ve got a lot of resources deployed against it and it’s 

something we can fix in the short order.” 

 –Michael Corbat, CEO, on the Costco launch issues 
 

 

Retail banking fell by 4% Y/Y, driven by 

lower mortgage activity. Branded card 

revenue fell by 1% Y/Y as modest Q2 

Costco benefit offset by continued higher 

rewards costs and payment rates. 

Images and creatives are hyperlinked to source 

http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20160623-011302
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“I would say also that the low rate 

environment and the low return environment 

in banking is part of what I believe is 

causing greater competition in cards and 

specifically in rewards.”  
–David Nelms, CEO 

Second quarter revenue of $2.2B was up 

2% Y/Y, but a higher net income was offset 

by a higher rewards expense and a lack of 

mortgage income (Discover exited the 

Home Loan business in June 2015).  

Discover Q2 Call Highlights 

“[We are] seeing benefits from the 

double rewards campaign in new accounts, 

sales from new accounts, and in the cost to 

acquire these accounts. [W]e set a post-

recession record for new card accounts 

during the quarter”–Nelms, CEO 

 Personal loans were up 10% Y/Y, attributed to 

"digital investments and increased marketing, 

which have allowed us to drive growth while still 

maintaining an average FICO on new accounts 

of around 750. Both student and personal loans 

are on track for record originations again in 

2016.” –Nelms, CEO 

"One of the things we did do is we did go ahead and reinvest the marketing spend from last 

year that we had in the direct mortgage business into some of the other businesses. You 

might see us lean into marketing expense a little bit as we go forward into the back half of the 

year relative to what you've seen from us lately, but we're pleased with the revolver sales 

growth we're seeing right now and pleased with the trajectory of NIM and loan growth.“ –R. 

Mark Graf, CFO 
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Renewed with Huntington National Bank, American Airlines, 

InterContinental Hotels, and Bed, Bath & Beyond. Also renewed 

consumer card cobrand with PayPal. 
 

Partnered with Amadeus, a travel tech company to help 

facilitate faster and more secure payments from travel partners. 

Allows more access to the $300B B2B travel payments market. 

80M MasterPass accounts will be enabled 

by the end of the year as the service 

expands globally. 

MasterCard Q2 Call Highlights 

 

 

 

“The part about PayPal, I want to make sure you guys don't get focused on some staged wallet fee 

because that's actually not what this is about. The fee is de minimis. This not a large fee, either for us or 

for PayPal, by the way. That's not what this is about. It's about a set of rules and policies around what the 

digital wallet operator rules are. That's what this is. And could PayPal comply with those rules without 

some master agreement with us? Yeah, they could. But we already have agreements with them on a 

number of things, and they're not the only digital wallet operator out there who wants to work closer with 

banks and networks and merchants. My view of this is, if we can collaborate together, if we can make this 

easier for a consumer in the process and for a merchant in the process, that's a good thing. We should be 

doing it.”  

–Ajay Banga, CEO. His last response to multiple questions on possible negative impacts of the Visa & 

PayPal partnership 

 

 

 

Net revenue up 13% Y/Y.  

Processed transactions up 14% and new 

cards up 7% Y/Y. 
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“We actually think that this deal that we have with Visa offers a couple of benefits. Obviously 

it offers access to tokens at rates that are comparable to other contactless methods out 

there, and so we can compete with anybody now at a point of sale, there's no competitive 

disadvantage to anybody else out there. And we can go offline profitably. Second, we get fee 

certainty, as we talked about, no targeted actions against PayPal, limits our new fees, even 

industry-based fees and volume-based discounts. So we have certainty around our cost 

structure. And very importantly, I think this opens us up to new partnerships: new 

partnerships with issuers, networks and others.”–Dan Schulman, CEO 

 

• Visa cards will be presented as a clear 

and equal payment option during 

enrollment and payments on PayPal. 

• PayPal will join the Visa tokenization 

program, VDEP. 

• PayPal and Venmo users will be able to 

use Visa Debit cards to move or 

withdraw money. 

• PayPal will gain enhanced data quality 

and security. 

• PayPal gains economic incentives from 

Visa for increased volume and greater 

long-term fee certainty. 

Mobile volume up 56% Y/Y, with Mobile 

representing 28% of payment volume in Q2. 

Venmo volume up 141% Y/Y to $4B in Q2 

PayPal Q2 Call Highlights 

$2.5B in net revenue, up 20% Y/Y. 

1.4B transactions processed in Q2. 

188M active customer accounts, up 2% Q/Q 

and 11% Y/Y  

Details of the Visa PayPal partnership  

from the Press Release 

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160721006308/en/PayPal-Visa-Enter-Partnership-Extend-Consumer-Payment
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Net income of $1.5B in Q2. Average 

deposits growth of 7.6% since Q2 2015. 

Commercial Loans up 10.7%, Mortgages 

up 8.6% and Credit Cards up 14.3%, all 

Y/Y. 

Credit and debit card fees grew by $30M, or 

11.3% Y/Y, reflecting higher transaction 

volumes including acquired portfolios. 

$180M of equity investment income, 

primarily the result of membership in Visa 

Europe, which was recently sold to Visa. 

U.S. Bank Q2 Call Highlights 

“I would expect that to go closer to 60-40 in the second [half] and given that coupled with the 
normal seasonality I would expect mortgage fees to continue to increase in that 20% to 30% 
range.” –Davis on the bank’s expectations for mortgage income given a rate hike is unlikely 
for 2016. 

“[O]n a real time basis, which we live in everyday, we are seeing a slow recovery. And it’s a 

small nuance on a word, but a recession as things are going backwards where people are 

starting to feel worse and not taking actions that they might otherwise have taken before. 

We are not seeing that.” –Richard Davis, CEO 
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Completed acquisition of Visa Europe. US 

Payments volume growth of 10% in Q3, flat 

Q/Q.  

U.S. credit grew 18%, driven by USAA and 

Costco. Debit grew by 3%, down from 5% in 

Q2. 

 Visa Q3* Call Highlights 

*Visa’s Fiscal Q3 covers April-June. Images and creatives are hyperlinked to source 

Renewed multi-year deals with TD, 
Regions, Chevron. 

Began rollout of an interactive Checkout 

button, allowing customers to enter 

passwords and confirm Checkout with a 

single tap. 

Opened new innovation centers in 
Singapore, Dubai, and Miami to work on 
payment fintech. More slated to open in 

2017. Another Big Data facility opening in 
Palo Alto 

“The partnership will result in significantly improved payment experiences for Visa 

cardholders in the PayPal and Venmo wallets. The partnership is designed to deliver 

significant benefits for Visa's issuing financial institutions, including a significantly better 

experience for their customers, more spending volume on their credit and debit cards, lower 

operational costs, and improved security. Merchants will also benefit from improved 

customer experiences, efficiency, and security, which together should help drive increased 

sales.” –Charles Scharf, CEO 
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Q2 Net Income of $5.7B, down 2% Y/Y. 

Primary Checking customers up 4.7% and 

debit cards purchasing up 8% Y/Y.  

#1 US debit card issuer by transaction 

volume. 

27.4M digital (online and mobile) active customers, including 

18M for mobile. “We are also focused on using innovation to 

enhance our customer experience. Mobile banking is our 

most frequently used channel [...] Beginning August 1, our 

mobile customers will be able to make real-time person-to-

person payment.” –John Shrewsberry, CFO 

Continued growth in mortgages, with 

Originations were $63B, up 43% Q/Q. 

Applications were $95B up 24% Q/Q. 

Launched yourFirstMortgage to help first 

time homebuyers and low-to-moderate 

income buyers with down payments as 

low as 3%. 

Wells Fargo Q2 Call Highlights 

“We continually work to enhance customer satisfaction and transparency and ensure 

customers are receiving the right products to meet their financial needs […] For example, an 

hour after opening a new deposit account, our customers are sent a customized welcome 

email including a summary of accounts in ways to get the full value from their accounts.” 

 –John Shrewsberry, CFO 

 

Officially launched FastFlex 

online small business 

lending platform in May 

https://www.wellsfargo.com/mortgage/loan-programs/your-first-mortgage/
https://www.wellsfargo.com/mortgage/loan-programs/your-first-mortgage/
https://www.wellsfargo.com/biz/loans-and-lines/loans/fastflex-loan/
https://www.wellsfargo.com/biz/loans-and-lines/loans/fastflex-loan/
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